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INTRODUCTION

The spread of COVID-19 has created global health crises. In 
December 2019, before the corona virus was proclaimed a 
global pandemic, a new infectious respiratory disease arose 
in Wuhan, China, infecting thousands of people and resulting 
in 170 recorded deaths. The disease was dubbed COVID-19 
by the 1World Health Organization (Corona virus disease 
2019). Corona virus expanded fast over the world, posing 
major health, economic, environmental, and social issues to 
the entire world population. As a result, an increasing num-
ber of people are concerned about their health, and govern-
ments regard public health to be a major priority1 People 
should use masks to reduce the risk of virus transmission and 
keep social space between persons to prevent the infection 
from spreading, according to the WHO. The identification of 
face masks and temperature has become a computer vision 
challenge to aid society. This model explains how to prevent 
the virus from spreading by detecting a person’s tempera-
ture and whether they are wearing8 a mask in public settings 

in real time. It’s a real-time temperature measurement, and 
the flow of people can pass through quickly to avoid stay-
ing long and reduce the risk of cross-infection. The model 
is a combination of light weight neural network, computer 
vision with the transfer of learning techniques to detect the 
unmasked faces and temperature through image processing 
by real time monitoring of the people. Since the data set to 
detect the mask can be harder to extract, we use transfer2,9,10 
learning techniques. Using Open-CV helps in deep learning 
the model3,7,11 and helps to meet the real time requirements so 
if any person is detected with temperature or not following 
the SOP’s i.e., not wearing a mask, it takes a picture of the 
person not wearing the mask and send violation alert or noti-
fication will be sent to the system to take necessary actions.

BACKGROUND

As the global pandemic has infected over millions of people 
and caused more than 1 million deaths are reported worldwide 
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ABSTRACT
The global pandemic Corona virus sickness 2019 had a devastating impact on the world, according to statistics received by the 
World Health Organization. A study shows that about 33 million people are affected by the virus and more than 1 million deaths 
are reported worldwide. Currently, there are no specific vaccines or treatments for COVID-19. Now, WHO recommends that 
wearing a mask and following the SOP’s can help us in preventing the spread of the virus. There are only few studies about face 
mask detection based on image analysis. To create a safe environment in public places, educational institutions, & shopping 
malls we are proposed an effective idea based on computer vision and AI which is focused on real-time automated monitoring 
through the camera to detect people whether they are wearing a mask or not, also checks body temperature by the sensor-
based model. In this proposed system modern deep learning algorithms have been mixed with different techniques to detect 
the unmasked faces and temperature and generate warning alerts by capturing images of the people not wearing masks and if 
the person has temperature, then it will also generate an alert of having temperature. This system favors society in preventing 
the spread of the virus as it has already infected 33 million people worldwide. The goal is to evaluate the face detection through 
image processing to prevent society from the spread of global pandemic disease and pollution.
Key Words: COVID-19, SOP’s, CNN, Computer vision, DNN, & Sensor-based model
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and no proper solution has been discovered to stop the spread 
of the corona virus. The COVID-19 virus is primarily trans-
mitted through droplets of saliva or nasal discharge when an 
infected person coughs or sneezes, thus respiratory14 etiquette 
is very important (for example, by coughing into a flexed el-
bow). There are no COVID-19 vaccinations or therapies avail-
able currently. However, numerous clinical trials testing po-
tential therapies are currently underway. As clinical findings 
become available, WHO will continue to offer updated in-
formation5. Now, WHO recommends that people should take 
safety measures and should follow the SOP’s and wear masks 
to prevent the spread of the virus4,6. A significant indication of 
COVID-19 infection is a rise in body temperature. Thermal 
screening is now carried out with handheld contact-free ther-
mometers, which necessitates health personnel approaching 
the individual being checked, placing them at risk of infection. 
It’s also nearly impossible to take the temperature15,16 of every 
single person in a public place.

To overcome this problem, we proposed a computer vision 
approach to help society in maintaining the environment12,13 
in which SOP’s are followed strictly. We proposed a comput-
er vision system model which is supposed to check the tem-
perature of people and whether people are wearing masks or 
not by real time monitoring of the people and if someone is 
captured not wearing mask or if they have body temperature 
then it will notify the authorities by sending them the warn-
ing alerts with captured images. It will help the society in 
preventing the spread of the virus in public places.

RELATED WORK

Neural networks (NNs) are compositional models with 
more generic nodes and less interpretability than the pre-
vious models. The most well-known use of Convolutional 
NNs20,23. These models, in the form of DNNs, did not emerge 
as extremely successful on large-scale picture classification 
tasks until recently19. However, their detecting potential is 
restricted. Using multi-layer Convolutional NNs, scene pars-
ing has been attempted as a more detailed kind of detection21. 
DNNs have been used to solve the problem of medical im-
age segmentation18,22, which has a similar high-level purpose 
but uses a much smaller network with different features, loss 
function, and lacks apparatus to distinguish between multi-
ple instances of the same class, is perhaps the most similar 
method to ours.

Figure 1: Object detection as DNN-based regression in a 
schematic diagram.

We perform object box extraction after regressing to object 
masks over many sizes and huge image boxes. The acquired 
boxes are fine-tuned by repeating the technique on the sub 
pictures, which are cropped using the current object boxes. 
We just show the whole object mask for clarity, but we use 
all object masks.

a. CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK
CNNs are a sort of feed-forward neural network with many 
layers. Convolutional neural networks have layers with small 
neuron collections that each observe a small piece of an im-
age. The results from all the collections in a layer partially 
overlap to provide the overall visual picture. Each filter takes 
a set of inputs, conducts convolution, and optionally adds 
non-linearity to the mix17. In picture and facial recognition, 
the most widely used algorithm is CNN. CNN is a sort of ar-
tificial neural network that extracts features from input data 
using convolutional neural networks to enhance the number 
of features.

b. DEEP NEURAL NETWORK
Image recognition is a specialty of deep25 neural networks 
(DNNs). The purpose of neural networks, which are comput-
er systems that identify patterns, is pattern recognition. The 
name comes from the fact that their design is based on the 
structure of the human brain. In this system, there are three 
types of layers: input, hidden layers, and output. The input 
layer receives a signal, the hidden layer processes it, and the 
output layer produces a decision or forecast based on the in-
put data. The network’s layers are made up of interconnected 
nodes (artificial neurons) that execute calculations. Neural 
networks extract features directly from the data with which 
they are trained, removing the need for experts to manually 
extract them.

c. OBJECT DETECTION
Object detection, a subset of computer vision, is an auto-
mated approach for finding interesting objects in a picture in 
relation to the background. [Fig: 1] shows two images with 
foreground objects. The convolutional DNN established by 
is the foundation of our network. It has a total of seven lay-
ers, the first five of which are convolutional and the latter 
two of which are fully linked. As a non-linear transforma-
tion, each layer employs a corrected linear unit. In addition, 
max pooling21 is present in three of the convolutional layers. 
We suggest the reader to for more information.

d. TENSORFLOW BASED DETETCTION
The human visual system is fast and accurate, and it can 
execute complicated tasks like identifying many items at 
once, so humans can detect and identify an object in real 
time. Because of the availability of massive datasets and 
machine learning methods, computers can now detect and 
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classify multiple images with high accuracy, just like hu-
mans. Google Brain TensorFlow is an open-source toolkit 
for numerical computing and large-scale machine learning 
that makes it easier to gather data, train models, serve predic-
tions, and refine future outcomes. TensorFlow is a software 
that mixes Machine Learning and Deep Learning models and 
algorithms. The steps for detecting objects in real time are 
very similar to those described before. All we need now is an 
additional dependent, which is Open CV.

e. DETECTION BASED ON DNN
As illustrated in [fig. 2], the basis of our technique is a DNN-
based regression towards an object mask. We may create 
masks for the entire object as well as parts of it using this 
regression model. We can get masks of many objects in a 
picture using a single DNN regression [fig. 2]. We use the 
DNN localizer on a small selection of huge sub windows to 
improve the precision of the localization even more.

Figure 2: Regression Model of DNN Based Detection.

System requirement

a. TENSORFLOW:
Tensor flow is a free software package that may be used for a 
range of data flow and differentiable programming tasks. It’s 
a symbolic math library that’s also used in machine learn-
ing applications like neural networks. It’s used by Google 
for both research and manufacturing. TensorFlow was built 
by the Google Brain team for internal use. On November 9, 
2015, it was made available under the Apache License 2.0. 
TensorFlow’s architecture enables computation to be distrib-
uted over a range of platforms.

b. OPEN CV
Open CV is a collection of programming functions geared 
primarily at real-time computer vision. Willow

Garage now supports it, which was originally built by Intel. 
The library is cross-platform and free to use, thanks to the 
open-source BSD license.

c. MT CNN
Multi-Task Cascaded Neural Network (MTCNN) Fig.

4 is an acronym for Multi-Task Cascaded Neural Network. A 
convolutional neural network is a type of neural network that 
recognizes faces and facial landmarks in images. It consists 
of three neural networks coupled in a cascade.

d. KERAS
Keras is a neural network library written in Python. As 
a foundation, it can be built atop TensorFlow, Microsoft 
Cognitive Toolkit, Theano, or PlaidML. It’s user-friendly, 
modular, and expandable, to facilitate deep neural network 
research quickly.

e. LINUX
Compared to other operating systems, Linux is more stable 
and secure (OS). Linux and Unix-based operating systems 
have fewer security vulnerabilities since the code is regularly 
checked by many developers. Its source code is also avail-
able to anyone.

f. PI INTERFACING CAMERA
The Pi 4 can be used for a vast array of image recognition 
tasks, and the creators of the device seem to have recognized.

g. LCD DISPLAY
LCD display will be used to display pictures of person wear-
ing masks or not wearing masks which are detected by the 
system. Also, it will help in displaying messages like when it 
detected an unmasked face.

h. SENSOR FOR TEMPERATURE DETECTION.
The sensor will be needed to measure temperature24 on real 
time in [fig. 3].

Figure 3: Sensor integrated with Raspberry.

METHODOLOGY

Using Deep Learning algorithms, it was possible to detect 
temperature and unmasked faces. Our project is divided into 
two phases: training the model by giving data set and im-
plementing the detection system based on image processing. 
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For this purpose, we divide it into different phases men-
tioned below:

a. DATA COLLECTION
In phase 1 we will collect the data set that will help us in 
training the model that how the system detects if the person is 
wearing mask and following SOP’s or not. For this purpose, 
we will take different pictures of people wearing masks and 
not wearing masks to train the model on what measures the 
system will identify that who is wearing masks or who is not 
wearing mask in public places. Some examples are shown in 
figure below with masks, without masks, hand masks, with 
or without masks in one frame and confusing images without 
masks.5,6 Also, we will give data set to recognize the body 
temperature automatically by sensor.15,16

b. MODEL TRAINING
Due to limited size of data set of face mask it is difficult 
for learning algorithms to learn better features. Our proposed 
system uses transfer learning techniques to train the system 
model [fig. 4] that on what measures will it detect the tem-
perature and checks if the person is wearing mask or not. The 
data set is loaded into the project directory, and the algorithm 
is trained using photographs of people wearing masks, with-
out masks, and images that are perplexing14 without masks. 
All the images and data set for thermal screening of body 
temperature from phase 1 creates a baseline for our project 
it will help the algorithms to learn objects which shows that 
transfer learning can increase the face detection performance 
by 3 to 4% and enhance the accuracy level. The model is 
trained by using TensorFlow for better image processing 
compiled with MTCNN algorithm which improves the ac-
curacy level by 99.99%.

Figure 4: Training process of model.

c. MODEL IMPLEMENTATION
After training the model we must implement the algorithm-
based system i.e., MT CNN algorithm with the camera to 

automatically track the public areas to prevent the spread of 
COVID-19. The camera will help the trained model to detect 
on real time in public places if a person is not wearing masks 
or have temperature. The system will also help in maintain-
ing the hygienic environment in public places. Also, it im-
proves the accuracy level by 99.99%.

d. MODEL TESTING
Once the model is completely trained and is given all the 
data set to measures the detection of people not wearing 
mask, we check the accuracy level of the model based on the 
data set given to it by showing the bounding box with green 
colour. If the person in the bounding box is not wearing a 
mask or the mask is not visible to the camera or if the person 
is having temperature15,16 it will change it colour into red and 
capture its image and will generates a warning and send alert 
to monitoring authorities with face image. To begin, a CNN 
technique7 is utilized to create a huge number of bounding 
boxes that span the entire image5,6 (that is, an object locali-
zation component). Then, for each of the bounding boxes, 
visual features are extracted. The system accuracy level is 
approximately 99.99%.

We can see how the model identify the images with and 
without masks with red and green boundary boxes. The red 
box will appear when the camera captures any faces with-
out mask and temperature body then it will generate alerts 
and notify the authorities otherwise the boundary box will 
be green showing that people are wearing masks.

RESULT AND ANALYSIS

In all the images we include in the data set we have given 
some images of people wearing masks, some not wearing 
masks and some confusing images and some techniques on 
how to measure temperature of the body. The data set was 
used to train the model which gives the accuracy of 99.99% 
8,9,13. When the model is completely trained by implement-
ing the deep learning algorithms, it will help the society 
in maintaining the SOP’s in public areas when the camera 
monitors any person in the boundary box without mask or 
have temperature it will automatically generates warning 
alerts and send the notification to the monitoring authority 
with the face image that violates the rule or have body tem-
perature. Resulting in the environment where we can prevent 
the spread of this global pandemic corona virus and polluted 
environment.

The above pictures are showing the results of a person who 
is captured by the system not wearing mask and at the same 
time it is showing the results with a message “Please wear 
mask to defeat corona” in a green boundary box. Below has 
one more person detected not wearing mask.
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Figure 5: Real time Detection of not wear mask face real time 
detection.

Figure 6: Real time Detection of wear mask face real time 
detection.

As in this pic, we can see the system does not recognize the 
name of the person it is because we have not feed its data in 
the system, but it can still detect the not wear mask [fig. 5] 
and wear mask [fig. 6] faces.

The proposed system can detect the temperature and un-
masked faces by real time monitoring of the people using 
image processing and data entry.

The system is user friendly; we can get the data of captured 
image easily.

The system monitors the people in the boundary box and if it 
detects a person having temperature or without mask it will 
change the color of boundary box into red.

The system keeps the detected picture in the database for 
future use.

The system will notify the authorities if it detects tempera-
ture or unmasked faces by capturing their pictures automati-
cally.

Data entry and image processing of large data set can im-
prove the accuracy level of the system.

This system with more modification will help the society in 
future.

The system has accuracy level of 99.99%.

CONCLUSION

The proposed system will contribute to the healthcare sec-
tors through which we can help the society in preventing 
the spread of the pandemic virus COVID-19 even after the 
vaccine is invented. Detection of temperature and unmasked 
faces by image processing and data entry, which can contrib-
ute to public healthcare. The architecture is based on the two 
main phases which are training face mask and temperature 
detector and implementing the face mask and temperature 
detector. To extract large data set, we used transfer learn-
ing technique to train the model. If someone is captured not 
wearing mask it will automatically generates warning alerts 
with image of the person to take necessary actions to main-
tain the SOP’s based environment and to prevent the spread 
of the corona virus. On training the model, we got an accu-
racy of 90%. As a result, it may be used to measure tempera-
ture and monitor uncovered faces in crowded places such 
as train stations, bus stops, markets, streets, mall entrances, 
schools, and colleges. 
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